<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Donors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$25,000 +</td>
<td>Anonymous, Shirley Blau*, Cleveland Foundation, Irving B. Fine*, Jewish Federation of Cleveland, Sanford Katush, Carol and Marvin Lader, Cookie and Herb Marcus, Lois and Martin Marcus, Mt. Sinai Health Care Foundation, David P. Miller, Helen and David Nagusky, Pollak Food Distributors, Ohio Emergency Mngt Agency, Sephardic Home for the Aged Foundation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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atanese Classic Seafoods, Inc.
Patricia Clampitt
Lynne and Philip Cohen
Lisa Cohen-Kiraly
Bonnie and Michael Cole
Janet Cort
Joan Eigner
Julie and Joel Falck
Barbara and Irwin Feldman
Wendy and Richard Feldman
The Irving & Gloria Fine Foundation
First Rate Service LLC
Laurel Fisher
Judy and Mark Frankel
Beverly Freeman
Wendy and Allan Fromm
Beverly Gans
Brian Garson
Sherry Gavanditti
Laurie and Stephen Girsky
Linda and Eric Glassman
Debra Glett
Nancy Glick and Randy Solomon
Leah Goelman-Bloom & Alan Bloom
Patricia and James Golden
William Goldman Foundation
Steven Goulder
Alvin Gray
Beatrice Gray
Randi and James Grodin
Amy Handel
Christine Hemingway & Brad Morsch
Home Instead Senior Care
Eileen Horowitz
Leslie and Marc Insul
Shari and Marc Jacobson
Etta and Carl Kanter
Martha Katz
Susan and James Kendis
Merle and Robert Kiwi
Marlene Klenar
Judith and Larry Klein
Norma and Harvey Kotler
Kucharski Septic Service
Roger Liberman
Lori Lozier
Ken Marblestone
Evelyne and Marvin Manes
Jane and Richard Marcus
Margaret and Richard Margolis
Kimberly and Richard Martin
Memorial Services, Inc
Menorah Park Adult Day Care Center
Midland Foods Inc.
Mill Distributors, Inc.
Stephanie and Jared Miller
Multi Flow Dispensers of Ohio, Inc.
R.H. Myers Tenants Association
Rita Orpett
Osborn Engineering Co.
Shari and Michael Perlmutter
Physicians Ambulance
Carole and Charles Rosenblatt
Barbara and Alan Rosskamp
Rochelle Roth and Bruce Schwartz
Marcia and Gerald Rothschild
Terry and Ed Ruch

L. Jane Glickman-Sacks and
Charles Sacks
Florence Saiger
Nancy Sands
Jill and David Schreibman
Richard Schwalberg & Carol Levineental
Sonni and Steve Senkfor
Mary Ann and Gary Shamis
Stuart Sharpe
Michael Shekhtman
Beth and Michael Silver
Judith and Alan Sims
Elizabeth Singer
Reid Singer
Edith and H. Bernard Smith
Nathaniel Spaeth
Bonnie and Stephen Spiegel
James Stark
David & Robert Stein Family Foundation
Richard Steiner
Stellar Private Cable Systems, Inc.
Janet Stoter
TriMark SS Kemp
Denise Trun
The Kathleen B. & Charles R. Walgreen
III Foundation
Linda and Harold Wasserman
Peggy and Philip Wasserstrom
Rosemary Weltman
Stephanie and Adam Wieder
Diane and Ross Wilfok
Kenneth Wyse
Dara and Alan Yanowitz
Harvey Zwerin

$499 and below

Anonymous (18)
AAA Flexible Pipe
Abby and Tom Abelson
Andrea and Gary Abramowitz
Alan Abrams
Gloria and Ian Abrams
Rochelle and Hardy Adasko
Terry and Sheldon Adelman
Marilyn and Gerald Adelstein
Daryn and Kevin Adelstein
Joann and Thomas Adler
Rhoda and Herbert Agin
Brenna and Robert Agrast
Cynthia and Jerry Aizen
Barbara and Hymie Akst
Winnifred and Andrew Albert
Mikhail Alterman
Renee Althoff
Marion and Joseph Ambus
American Custom Cabling LLC
Ampersand International, LLC
Susan and Victor Amster
Emma and Otis Andrews
Anthony Allega Cement Contractor, Inc
Sarahlee and Charles Apple
Linda and Marty Ardmann
Janice Arnoff
Jean Arnold
Jacqueline and Les Artman
Lee Ascherman
Elaine and Joel Axelrad
Elliott Azoff
Celeste Babulski
Toby and Bernard Bader
Marla Badowski
Wes Bailey
Charles Ballin
Robin Baker
Sevan Balkan
Janis Ban
Carolyn Bankhurst
Lori Baris
Kevin Barnes
Linda Barnett
Norma Barron
Shirley and Donald Basch
Brian Bash
Frances and Marvin Bauer
Sandra Baumal
Renay Bayer
Beachwood Buzz
Blanche & Bernie Beckerman
Martha Bedell
Valerie and Kenneth Behrens
Blenky, Inc.
Lisa Bekro
Julie Belkin
Arlene Belman
Linda Benjnim
Nancy Benjnim
Vicki and Gerald Benjamin
Joan and Alan Bennett
Alexander Bentsman
Jackie and Donald Berec
Adrienne and Martin Berg
Shirley Berg
Carol and Ralph* Berger
Sharon and Richard Berger
Mary and Daniel Berec
Rachel and Richard Berkowitz
Constance Berland
Elaine and Marc Berman
Esther Berman
Stanley Berman
Marcy Bern
Hadas and Dennis Bernard
Lisa Berntsh
Barbara and Sheldon Berns
Marla and David Berns
Stanley Berkman & Chris Murphy
Laurel and Jonathan Berrie
Sheila and Robert Beyer
Laura and Erol Beytas
Dolly Bheemawaroorp
Lynne and Ivan Bial
Janice Biales
Eric Biel
Janice and Gary Bilchik
Marily and Jeffrey Bilsky
Sylvia and Michael Blain
Hilda Blatt
Suzanne Blazer
Barbara and Marc Bloch
Carolyn and Paul Bloch
Myrna Arlen- Bloch
& Kurt Bloch
Nadalane Bloch
Staci Bloch
Edith and Cal Block
Jerome Block
Susan Block
Susie and Richard Block
Marsha Blond
Shirlee Blondler
Betty Bloomfield
Sandy Blum and David Mark
Barbara and John Blumberg
David Blumberg
Irene Blumberg
Marcy and Alan Blumberg
B’nai Jeshurun Congregation
Ruth and Carl Bobrow
Marilyn Bogart
Fred Bodker
John Boland
Elaine Bolasny
Ed Boraz
Mildred Borovitz
Marce and Charles Bortnick
BPI Information Systems
Jim Bradlin
Lise and Larry Bram
Sally and Mark Bram
Kathryn Braskie
Jill Braun
Joseph Braun
Sherrill Braun
Sue and Stephen Braunfield
Toby Bresky
Deborah Bretz
Gail Brewster
Brickman Group Inc.
Toby Briskin and Michael Vender
Shirley and Sanford Brody
Florence Brofman
Stella Bron- McManus
Anita Brooks
Jacqueline & Richard Brooks
Tamar and Peter Brosse
Barbara and Barry Brouman
Barbara and Stanley Brown
Betty and Norman* Brown
Brenda and Marshall Brown
Colleen Brown and Joseph O’Brien
Jean Brown*
Stephen Brown
Molly Budnick
Maya and Yan Brudnoy
Robin Bruner
Natalie Bryksenkov
Amy and Armond Budish
Maryann and Gerald Bucci
Evan Buller
Merri Bunge
Ina Burday
Calvin Burney
Barbara and Robert Burrill
Beverly Bushman
Larry Buxbaum
Karen Cahill
Joanne* & Leonard Caminer
Sandy and Mel Castle
Deborah Chapman
Caroline & Michael Cheetham
Phyllis and Nate Cheftiz
Mollie Chenchinsky
Sande and Robert Cernett
Audrey Chernikoff
Heather and Daniel Chinich
Dorothy Chizek
Megan Cisler
Classic Electric
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Clearview Cleaning Contractors, LLC
Stanley Cohen
Howard Cohen
Lynne and Philip Cohen
Nan Cohen and Daniel Abrams
Lisa and Don Cohen
Nehemia Cohen
Robert Cohen
Melvin Cohn
Charlotte Coleman
S. A. Comunale
Catherine Connell
Sandra Cooklin
Delma Cooper
Maxine Cooper-Brand
Miriam and Ronald Coppel
Coronet
Vicki Coss
Elizabeth and Larry Coven
Sara and Brad Coven
Erica and Greg Cowan
Marcy and Richard Cowan
Maria Coyle
Julie and Jeffrey Cristal
Michael Cristal
Elizabeth Cores
Robert Crotof
Krystal Culler and Jacob D’Amico
Sue and Marc Cutler
Dairymens
Susan Daley
Ferne and Lee Daney
Nuala and Gerry Davidson
Jay Davis
Karen and Lawrence Davis
Andrea Deal
Linda and Bruce Deister
Andrea and Steve Demar
Cynthia and Richard Demsey
Lisa Lowe Denker & Steven Denker
Patricia Dery
Sharon and Robert Desatrik
Andrea and Gary Desberg
Myrna and Thomas* Dettelbach
Julie and Steven Deutch
Fern Deutsch
Janis and Ron Devito
Anita and Arthur Diamond
Faye Diamond
Vivian and Edward Dickson
Carole Diluro
Sharon and Larry Dobkin
Carol Dolin
Beth Dollinger and Alan Angell
Vera and Ronald Dombick
Dorothy Dorfman
Anne Downing
Bernice Dreier
Dawn and Irvin Drew
Cindy and Michael Duber
Jane and Randy Dunay
Renee Dworkin
Julia and Elmer Dzomba
Carol Eagles
Iris and Mark Edelman
Judith Eigenfeld-Maron and
Richard Maron
Sibyl Eigner

Janice Eilberg
Eleanor and Lester Einhorn
Gail and Joel Eisen
Joyce and Andrew Eisenberg
Toby and Steven Eisenberg
Barbara Ekelman
Roma and Keith Eldridge
Amy Elman
Bonnie Elia &Stewart Kokicvar
Energy Control, Inc.
Estelle Engel
Richard Engel
Debra Epstein
Esther Epstein
Lori and Jeff Epstein
Rose Epstein
Deborah and Alan Erenrich
Joseph Erlichman
Brittany Ervin
Euclid Fish Company
Marjorie Falk
Azriel Feifel
Edith Feigenbaum
Geraldine Fein and Ronald Geizer
Barbara and Paul Feinberg
Richard Felber
Traci Felder
Sara Felder
Lois Feldhendler
Marilynn and Stuart Fenton
Feren Fruit & Gift Basket Co.
Mary Ferrante
Maryanne and Bruce Ferraro
Ellen and Michael Feuer
Susy and Harold Feuer
Debra Fried
Don and Paul Friedman
Judith and Roger Friedman
Lori and Mitchell Friedman
Donna and Jerry Fiala
Gloria Fine
Nancy Fingerhut
Kenneth Fisher
Ronald Fisher
Eric Fishman
Eve Fishman
Flair Corporation
Carol Fleeter
Sherrie Fleeter
Emily Fleisher
Joan and Jon Flinker
Mary Lou Foley
Michael Folkman
Betty Forchheimer
Verna Ford
Sandra Forsythe
Eileen Fox
Laura Fox & Michael Salzinger
Marcia Fox
Rubin Franco
Irwin Frank
Samuel Frankel
Helene Franklin
Geraldine Fratiemme
Betty Freed
Suzanne Freiberg
Ann Freimuth
Elaine Freireich
Kim Caito-Freireich and
Danny Freireich
Michelle & Stephen Freireich
Ron Freireich
Donna and Allan Fried
Irene and Doug Friedman
Jane Friedman
Jean Friedman
Nancy Friedman
Mary Friedman
Rochelle Friedman
Selma Friedman
Susan Friedman
Shelly Fruchtman
Adele Fuerst
Elaine and Nick Furio
Jane and Doug Furth
Glenda and Donny Gamble
David Ganch
Bernice and Donald Gandal
Bernice Gans*
Caitlin Garcia
Terri and Howard Garfinkel
Lois Gaynor
Phyllis and Joel Gecht
Toby and Herbert* Geduld
Joan and Victor Gelb
Ivan Gelfand
Florence Gelfand
Kathy and David Gelfand
Norma and Albert Geller
Sheryl and Tony Genco
Deborah George
Helene and Robert Gerstein
Julia and Mark Gerstein
Elisabeth Gevelber
Marilyn Gilbert
Yuriko and Don Gilbertson
Andrew Gilham
Lynda and Sheldon Gillinov
Margo Gillman
Aimee and Jeremy Gilman
Shelley and Alvin Gilmore
Gilmore, Rees & Carlson, P.C
Bunny and Norman Ginis
Jan and Robert Ginsberg
Marcia and Beni Gitterman
Irene and Robert Glaser
Richard Glaser
Mary and Arthur Glassman
Donna and Leslie Glazer
Laurence Glazer
Abigail and Marc Glick
Adelle Gloger
Deborah Glosserman
Karen and Jim Glueck
Eileen and Ronald Gold
Marjorie Gold-Falk
Frances and Philip Goldberg
Meryl and Jeff Goldberg
Francine and Donald Golden
Marlene Goldheimer
Carol and Bill Goldman
Jacqueline and James Goldman
Mark Goldman
Elise and Allan Goldner
Leslie Goldstein
Madeline Goldstein
Susan and David Goldstein
Loe and Gary Goldwater
David Golger
Larry Golub
Gail and Sheldon Goodman
Holly and Gary Goodman
Janet and Fredric Goodman
Meta Goodman
Phyllis Goodman
Judith and Robert Goodstein
Harriet and Merle Gorden
Robert Greenberg
Ira and Lawrence Gordon
Joyce Gordon
Luther Gordon
Shirley and Bernard Gordon
Terri and Scott Gordon
Barbara Gothe
Marc Gottleib
Nancy and Alan Grannis
Greg Greanoff
Reva and Henry Green
Mark Green
Marlene Green
Patrice and Marc Greenbaum
Steven Greenbaum
Janet and Bernard Greenberg
Sheryl and Jeff Greenberg
Greener Living LLC
Adrienne and Mark Greenwald
John Gresock
Beatrice and Burt Griffin
Marshall Griffith
Keith Grinberg
Jessica and Albert Grosman
Barbara Gross and Terry Pollack
Sandra Gross
Judith and Alan Grown
Charlotte & Armin Guggenheim
Binnie Gun
Lois and Homer Guren
Toby and Lee Gurney
Sharon Guten
Cheryl & Norman Gutmacher
Wendy and Richard Halle
Caryl and Irving Halpern
Roberta Halpern
Micheline and Barry Handon
Robert and Jon Hardacre
Bernice and Zev Harel
Jack Harel
Marc Harris
Leila Hartley
Paula Harvey
Peter Hasek Glass Co
Linda and Lawrence Hatch
Roselyn Hazzard
Sheila Hecht
Lynn and David Heiman
Caryl and Daryl Heiser
Lisa and Robert Heiser
Penny and Gerald Heiser
Tammy and Bob Hecks
Marcy and Bob Helfand
Charles Helden
Anne Heller and Dan Tomsky
Susan and William Heller
Martin Helstein
Sara Henry
Barry Henkin
Jamie Herbst
Daniel Herman
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Ilene and Irwin Herman
Joel Herman
Lori and John Herman
Paula and Dan Herman
Susan Herman
Susan Herron
Barry Hersch
Beth and David Hertz
Diane and Alan Herzog
Robert Hexter
Elaine and John Hibshman
Joy Hillman
Beverly and Lee Himelfarb
Hortense Himmel
Robert Himmel
Leslie and Arthur Hirsh
Sheryl Hirsh
Janet and Craig Hoffman
Ruth Hoffman
Miriam Hoffman
Elfreda Holtcamp
Madeleine Holzberg
Peggy and Dean Honig
Karen Horowitz and Jeff Kahn
Eva and Samuel Horwitz
Marcella Hovanesek
Annie and Rick Hubbard
Hurricane Painting
Integrated Management Resources
Group, Inc.
Helena and David* Inger
Sally Inglis Rich and Charles Rich
Sally Isenstadt
Donna and Ronald Isroff
Lynda and Donald Insul
IT Savvy
Eva and Ira Jackler
Karen Jacob
Carol and Sol Jacobs
Stephanie and Melvin Jacobs
Marilyn and Joe Jacobson
Al Jaffe
Arlene Jaffe
Barbara Jaffe
Laura Jaffe
Stephanie and Robert Jay
Jewish Genealogy Society
Robert Jones
Ellen and Jay Joseph
Toby and James Joseph
Joshen Paper & Packaging
Mary Joublanc
Pearl Juntov
Jurassic Art Aquatics
William Juska
Sally and Robert Kahn
Sheldon Kahn
Steven Kalski
Allen Kamen
Marian Kaminski
Nora Kancelbaum
Andrea Kanter-Grodin & Bill Grodin
Audrey Kaplan-Scher & Harvey Scher
Faye Kaplan
Kay and Gary Kaplan
Nancy Kaplan
Dori Kaplansky
Arthur Kaplansky
Thomas Kasle
Devera and Brian Kastner
Alex Katsman
Karen and Lawrence Katz
Lawrence Katz
Nancy and Gary Katz
Ida Kaufman
Judith and Jack Kaufman
Leslie and Elliot Kaufman
Leslie Kaufman
Lillian Kaufman
Olivia and Michael Kaufman
Sherri and Brett Kaufman
Melanie Kay
Patricia Keating
Christina and Daniel Keller
Renee Keller
Holly Kemper & Warren White
Patricia and Thomas Kendall
William Keveney
Vandana Khanna
Judith Kirchick
Jo Kirschbaum-Cowan
Harriet and Allen Kitay
Mary and Art Kitch
Marsha Klausner
Sandra Klee
Ethel Klein
Michelle and Howard Klein
Esther Kleinman*
Terrie and Jan Kleinman
Ellyn and Dennis Kless
Marcia and Ernest Kline
Virginia Kline& Robert Wolff
Nancy Klotz
Bruce Klotzman
Judith Klotzman
Elayne and Ronald Kluchin
Kelly and Michael Knight
Katherine Koch
Idelle Koshis
Mary Koenf
Martin Kohn
Meyer Kohn
Esther and Boris Kolker
Judith and Richard Kolker
Ellen Komlan
Barbara and Ronald Kopolow
Betty and Martin Koppelman
Dale and Howard Korman
Sharon and Sheldon Korman
Wendy and David Kornbluth
Valera Kota
Sherry Kovacs
Tami and Brad Kowitz
Doris Kramer*
Sylvia and Roger Kramer
Elizabeth and Howard Krantz
Kimberley and Stuart Krantz
Judith Krasnoff
Terri and Kenneth Kraus
Karen and Alan Krause
Carol Kronick
Laura and Howard Kronick
Lynn and Grom Krulmoh
Deirdre and Scott Kruth
Beth and Alan Kuhel
Kathleen Kubato
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Kuminski
Barbara Kummel
Ewald Kuntz
Bonnette & Donald Kurlander
Carl Kurlander
Elaine and Fred Kurlander
Audrey Kursman
Marlene Kurson
Wilman Kurzer
Enid and Irving Kushner
Nancy and Ed Kutler
Nadine and Howard Kutner
Gail and Leon Kwit
Jean and Errol Kwit
Jill and Cory Kwit
Norma Labrie
Carole and Burton Laderman
Molly and Robert Laks
Jean Lalli
Joseph Lamantia
Brooke Lampl
Barbara and Richard Landis
Carole Langus
Lynn and Gary Lappin
Beth Larue
Laser Impressions, Inc/Total LaserCare, Inc.
Anne Laserson
Rose and Daniel Lash
Sheila Lash
Penny Lashner
Suzie and Anthony Laurie
Teri and Jeffrey Lautman
Lawrence Academy
Melvin Lazerick
Rosalyn Leach
Leanne Leavitt
Barbara Lebit
Deahn and Russell Leblang
Rita Leblang
Sharon and Jamie Lebovitz
Anita Lechnner
Harriet Leclis
Sanford Lenn
Maxine Leikun-Turoff and
Robert Turoff
Shirley Leimsieder
Meg and Maurice Leiser
Ronnie Lerner
Judith Lesner
Linda Less
Alan Letfolsky
Nancy Lev-Alexander
Nancy and Adam Levin
Allison and Les Levine
Elaine Levine
Gary Levine
Gloria Levine
Phyllis Levine
Karen and Ira Levinson
Aileen and Donald Levy
Donald Levy
Jess Levy
Nancy Levy
Ruth Levy*
Tammy and Steven Levy
Ella and Grigory Leyerfater
Betty Lewine
Edie and Mary Lewis
Harold Lewis*
Janet Lewis
Scott LICHTENSTEIN
Roslyn and David Liebling
Ann Light
Nina and Jeffrey Light
Susan Limbach
Diane Linick
Corinne and Kenneth Linkous
Nathan Lipsyc
Jan Litvene
Helayne and Richard Loeb
Lisa and James Loeb
Nancy and Marc Loewenthal
Vito Logudice
Lisa Lombardo
Rebecca Long
Joshua Lowe
Beverly Ludwig-Fisher
Brian Luntz
Sandra Lusher-Waterhouse
Cory Luzar
Harriet Lyons
Teri and Paul Madow
Sue and Howard Maier
Theresa and George Maitland
Karen Malcmacher
Maloney & Novotny LLC
Sandra and Mike Malowitz
Mandell Jewish Community
Center of Cleveland
Irwin Mannis
Donna and Anthony Marchetti
Karen and David Marcus
Marlene Marcus
Sheila Margolis and Lee Powar
Sue Mark
Alice Mark
Betsy Markey
Barbara and Dale Markowitz
Martin Markowitz
Ron Markowitz
Karen and Stuart Marks
Neal Marks
Lynn and Robert Markus
Phyllis and Paul Maron
Wendy Marshall
T. H. Martin, Inc.
Melinda Marvel
Mary Ellen Masco
Soneta and Mark Masser
Arthur Master
Edith Matitia
Faye and Robert Matitia
Elizabeth May
Roberta and Robert May
Robin and Jeffrey Meyers
Polly and Ronald McFarlane
Ruth McRae
Linda McCoy
Medication Managers LLC
Marjorie Meluch
Sherrie and Scott Mendenhall
Joan Mennett
Meritech, Inc.
Geri Merrill
Barbara and Larry Mervine
Terrence Messerman
John Metcalf
Gerda Metz
Mary Michael
Elaine and Beno Michel
Julie Michele
Midwest Box Co
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Joan Milder
Lillian and Leonard Milder
Patricia and John Milford
Debra Millenson
Abe and Barbara Miller
Cheryl and Jack Miller
Chuck Miller
Mary and Joseph Miller
Renate and Marvin Miller
Sue and Barry Miller
Lynn and Paul Millet
Dianne Millstein
Herbert Minkin
Lynn and Loren Mintz
Florence and Dennis Mitchell
Mobilex
Marcia and Leonard Molloy
Renee Morgenstern
Morgenstern Family Fund
Shelly Moriyma
Frances and George Morris
Harriet and Melvin Morris
Harriet Morse
Marsha Moses
Brenda and I. Ronald Moskowitz
Esther Moss
Leslie Moss
Elaine Mull
Robert Murray
Mary and Richard Musel
Adrienne Myeroff
R. H. Myers Apartments/Tenants Association
Barbara and Malcolm Myers
Enid Myers
Natalie and Arkady Nabutovsky
Muriel and David Nacman
Amy and Larrie Nadler
Carole and Leonard Naft
Barbara and Arlan Nagel
Kelly and Peter Nagusky
Sally Narodick
Dale and James Naylor
Sally and Stuart Neidus
Rachel Nelson
Pasquale and Rocky Nespeca
Network For Good
Judy and Ronald Neugr
Stanley Neugr*
John Newburger
Ann and Charles Newman
Barbara and Laurence Newman
Janet and Steven Newman
Sharon Newman
Ellen and Stuart Neyer
Mark Neyman
Mary Nicholls
Ellen and Bruce Nogol
Tori Nook
Ruth and Errol Nozik
Roger Nusbaum
O’Brien Family
Suzanne and Brian O’dea
Sandra Oden
Ohio Ambulance Solutions LLC
Ohio School Boards Association
Ohio Title
Marilyn and Ken Off

Rena Olshansky
Michael Onitskansky
Shirley & James* Oppenheim
Grace Ordin
Rita and Stanley Orons
Gail Oscar-Parker
Judy and Stanley Pace
Dolores Packer
Linda and Steven Pahner
Frances and Stanley Palevsky
Silvia and Maximo Panitch
Paragon Management Associates Inc
Neil Parks
Steve Passov
Joan Pasternak
Carol Paull
Estelle Payner
Dorothy Pearl
Sandra Pearl
Cathy and Samuel Pearlman
Rita Pearlman
James Pease
Jamie and David Peltz
Periodontal Associates
Linda and Richard Pepera
Robert and David Perkins
Debbi Perkula
Shari and Michael Perlmuter
Jerome Pesick
Kim and Paul Pesses
Judy Peters
Ellen and Gary Petler
Genie Phillips
Ellen Picard
Sharyl Picking
Nancy Pickus
Bobbie and Robert Pincus
Julia and George Pincus
Misha Pisman
Iris and Peter Pestell
Nana Pleshivoy
Linda Poller-Born
Erin and Adam Pollock
Julia and Larry Pollock
Ray Pollock
Cindy and Scott Polster
Leona Polster
Sheldon Polster
Ronna and George Posta
Bonnie and Howard Potash
Esther and Lester Potash
PowerFitness, Inc.
Charlene and Andy Press
Kim and James Price
Pro Door
Progressive Insurance Foundation
Deborrah & Martin Rabinowitz
Laurie and Michael Rabovsky
Frances Rakow
Cathy Randall
Burton Randell
Arlette Rappoport
Julie and Peter Raskind
Susan and Eric Rauscher
Marsha Raviv
Phyllis and Sidney Reisman
Sylvia and Robert Reitman
Marlene Repidonis
Paula and Meyer Reshotko
Reliable Runners
Kay and Melvyn Resnick
Mindy and Jay Resnick
Retina Associates of Cleveland, Inc.
Marci and Ronald Rhodes
Gertrude Rice
Liliane Richa
Andy Ries
Joanne and Anthony Rinella
Susan and Mark Ringel
Estelle Ringel
Lynda and Paul Rippner
Robert Risman
Judith Ritzenberg
Helen Rivelis
Ruth Rivin
Thelma Rivin
Jan and Lawrence Rivitz
Nancy and Stuart Roberson
Cheryl and Mark Roberts
Roberts Consulting
Sandra Robitz
Leonard Robuck
Marilyn Rockman
Patti and Jerold Rogat
Michelle and Earle Rogoff
Ken Rosalina
Sylvia Rose
Wendy and Scott Rose
Albert Rosen
Edna Rosen
Muriel Rosen
Anita Rosenbaum
Jean Rosenbaum
Maxine & Charles Rosenbaum
Roz and Harvey Rosenbaum
Elaine Rosenberg
Les Rosenberg
Lynn and Fred Rosenberg
Mary Rosenberg and Murray Berkowitz
Gail and Irwin Rosenfeld
Fran and Mickey Rosenthal
Judith Rosenthal
Sandy and Benno Rosenthal
Barbara and Richard Rosner
Jennifer Rosner
Anita Ross
Carolyn and Elliot Ross
Deborah and Jerry* Ross
Eugene Ross
Sally and Howard Ross
Sally and Melvin Ross
Alice Roth
Sharon Rothberg
Bernice Rothman
Mary Ann & Daniel Rothstein
Donna and Paul Rotman
Phyllis Rotman
Linda and John Roush
Elaine and Don Rubin
Eric Rubin
Esther Rubin
Rowena Rubin
Sue and Stanley Rubin
Michael Rubinstein
Mildren Rubinstein

Neil Rudock
Wendy Rudner
Minda Rudnick and
Michael Zabell
Ethel and Theodore Rudolph
Antoinette and John Rudy
Esther Rutman
Salli and Alan Rutsky
Cheryl and Rion Safier
Ilene and David Saginor
Lois and Gary Saks
Aaron Salisbury
Jim Samuels
Michele and Howard Sands
Jane Sanoff
Michael Sasin
Leslie Satz
Hinda Saul
Carolyn and Paul Sax
Diana Saxon
Mary and Sam Scampitilla
Rosa and Anthony Scardigli
Retha and Herbert Schabes
Jordan Schrag
Judy and Allan Schechtman
Linda and William Scheeter
Shirley and Marvin* Scheer
Andrea Scheingross
Judith and Donald Scherrer
Susan Schermer
Barbara and Howard Schiller
Judith Schiller
Alice Schlachet
Linda and Stephen Schlein
Susan and Jerry Schlesell
Susan and Marc Schlessinger
Jerome Schmelzer
Diane and Jared Schnall
Rosalind Schnall
Kyla and Mitchell Schneider
Sharon Schorr
Rita Schraff
Adam Schreibman
Florence Schreibman
Linda and Stuart Schuhof
Sandra Schultz-Zeitler
Dennis Schwartz
Janice and Richard Schwartz
Kayla Schwartz
Paula and Walter Schwartz
Sonja and Marvin Schwartz
Laura Schwendeman
Liza Seaman
Secure Care Health Systems, Inc.
Abigail and Steve Sender
Senior Comfort Guide
Service-Tech Corporation
Alice and Thomas Severovich
Elaine Shaffer
Marla and Joseph Shafar
Maude and Melvin Shafar
Katie and Michael Shames
Loretta Shames
Barry Shane
Carrie and Adam Shane
Michael Shapiro
Rhoda Shapiro
Roma and Richard Shapiro
Louise and Thomas Sheeran
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Adie and Lynn Sheftel
Ron Sherman
Danne Shershow
Edith and Sol Sherwin
Estelle and Sanford Shore
Irene Shulga
Philip Shultz
Sonya Shultz
Hermine and Larry Shusterman
Linda and Jerome Siegan
John Siegel
Laura Siegel-Larson
Lawrence Siegel
Linda and Robert Sieracki
Robert Sigman
Howard Silver
Sandra and Terry Silver
Ted Silverberg
Marcia and Norman Silverman
Martin Silverman
Shirley Silversteen
Sandra and Victor Silverstein
Marcia and Lawrence Simon
Meryl and Dan Simon
Diane Singer and Jeffrey Ehrbar
Melanie Sinks
Carol Skinner
Barbara Skol
Vicky Slater
Lee Smith
Robert Smith and Thomas Roche
Shari and Steven Smylie
Shirley and William Snyder
Vicki and Richard Snyder
Linda and Marc Sofer
Jean Sokol
Vivian Solganik
Ginean and Doug Solomon
Michael Solomon
Josephine Somrak
Alexander Sonis
Olga Sonis
Pamela Soir
Pam and Donald Spaner
Judy Spaulding
Dennis Spector
Speed Exterminating
Barbara and Richard Speer
Rhoda and Martin Spiegel
Dina Spevak
Violet Spevak
Marcia Spiro
Marcella Stahn
Clifford Stark
Robin Staver
Sandra Stechel
Karen and Ezra Steiger
Karen and Leonard Steiger
Mindi and Stuart Steiger
Lenore Stein
Sharon and Jerry Stein
Terri and Howard Steindler
Miriam Steinfeld
Naomi Stein
Harriette Stern
Sharon Stein
Louise and Lewis Sternberg
Regina and Martin Sternlicht
Rachael and Ralph Stewart
Trudy and Jack Stewart
James Stone
Keith Stone
Ruthe Stone
Susan Stone
Robert Stovisky
Debra and James Strassman
Strategy Design Partners
Marsha and Melvin Strauss
Carol and Richard Streem
Studio 543, LLC
LeAnne and Ronald Stuer
Ann Sugerman
Phil Sugerman
Linda and Louis Sulzer
Nancy Sutula
Symtra
Annette Szabo
Joan and Duane Tannbaum
Susan Tannenbaum
Alan Tatar
Gloria Tate
Joyce and Frederick Tavill
Teasers
Tec-PC Repair
Nancy and Lee Tenenbaum
Ileen Tepper
Pam and Harry Tepper
Evan Tetelman
The Temple-Tifereth Israel
Wendy Thomas
Three Village Condominium Association
Evelyn Tiktinsky*
Linda Tirk
Lillian Titmas
TOBII Dynavox LLC
Annamari Tomaro
Ann and George Tosky
Laura Tramer
Transport with Dignity, LLC
Lesley and Jay Trattner
Ronna Treinish
Tri Electric Supply Company
Lisa Tucker
Sandra Tucker
Sara and Howard Tucker
Geoffrey Turoff
Ruth and Bancroft Twaddell
Miriam and Phil Twersky
Patrice Tycast
Harriet Udelson
Jacqueline and Thomas Ulmo
Marcia Ungar
Sharon Ungar
Unger’s Kosher Bakery
Universal Insulation LLC
Dolores Urdang
Cynthia and Albert Uvlin
Susan Valins
Thomas Valore
David Vandusen
Blanche Vederman
Mary Vigilante
Zhanina & Igor Volgershteyn
Sarah Vormelker
Debra and John Vrcan
Robin and Bruce Wachsman
Jody and Herbert Wainer
Kathryn Wainwright
David Waksner
David Wald
Sheila Waldbaum
Debra and Gary Waldman
Lee and Ronald Waldman
Renetta Waldman
Shelly and Robert Wallens
Marjorie and Richard Walton
Beatrice Warner
Louise and Greg Warner
Michelle and Michael Wasil
Melvin Wasserman
Rena Waxman
Way of Harmony
Susan Paley Weaver
Lisa and Matt Webber
Daniel Weidenthal
Pamela and Bob Weiger
Susan and Jeffrey Weiler
Herbert Weinberg
Margy Weinberg
Helene Weinberger
Norma Weiner
Jackie Weingold
Scott Weingold*
Susan Weingold
Steven Weinsbl
Gayle Weintrob
Rebecca and Mark Weintrob
Glenda and Martin Weisblatt
Maureen and Melvin Weisblatt
Eleanor Weisman
Lynn Weismann
Mark Weisman
Mary and Mitch Weisman
Pamela and Steven Weisman
Annabelle Weiss
Deborah and Phillip Weiss
Gayle and Jay Weiss
Jeffrey Weiss
Jerold Weiss
Judy and Lawrence Weiss
Naomi Weiss
Roberta Weiss
Stephen Weiss
Uta Weiss
Fern Weiss-Friedlander and
Kenneth Friedlander
Myron Weissman
Rozanne Weissman
Sally and Richard Weizman
Brenda and Robert Weltman
Sally and Stanley Wertheim
Carol and Harvey West
Marilyn Weston
Marcia Wexberg
Jack White
White Blaze Investment
Group, LLC
Karen Whitman
Susan Whitman
Sharon Whitney
Michael Wieder
Jacquelyn & Ronald Wiesenthal
Wiggins Place Tenants’ Association
Tara and David Wilkof
Scott Wiles
Eileen and James Wilkoff
Glenna Wilkoff*
Beverlee Williams
Carol and David Willen
William Isaac Insurance Agency, Inc
Jill Winegar
Etta Winer
Jill and David Winger
Rita Winston
Wired Akron, LLC
John Wise*
Paula Wise
Jill Wittenberg
Susan and Joseph Wittenberg
Carol & Michael Wolf Family Fund
Gerald Wolf
Elaine and Joel Wolfe
Marlene Wolsh
Ellen and Daniel Worthington
Sheila Wyse
Nancy and Eric Yaffe
Ruth and Sanford Yoshowitz
Illeen Youngman*
Barry Yutish
Mildren Zalben
Karen and Robert Zalusk
Roger Zatkoff
Paula and Kenneth Zeisler
Mary Zimmer
Wendy & Steven Zimmerman
Marlene & Sydney* Zinamon
Amy Zlotnik
Maria and Larry Zoul
Frances Zryl
Kalm Zuckor
Karen Zucker
M. Cory Zucker
Sandra and Burton Zucker
Karen and Stan Zupnick
Olga Zusmanovich
Judy and David Zwick
Judith and Donald Zauderer

* Of Blessed Memory

Contributions listed were made from
We make every effort
to ensure our donors’ names and contributions are accurate and regret
any inadvertent
omissions or errors.